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Judicial Review 
Jurisdiction 
COMMON LAW 
- High Court: s75 Constitution 

 Original Jurisdiction of the High Court in all matters: (v) in which a writ of 
Mandamus or prohibition or an injunction is sought against an officer of the 
Commonwealth. 

o 3 key elements: ‘matter’; ‘writ/remedy available’; ‘officer of the 
Commonwealth’ 

 ‘Matter’: Re McBain: more than legal proceeding. Must be immediate right. 
Hypothetical questions not a matter. Must involve a controversy that has direct 
effect upon parties. 
F- no party to go against McBain so brought Catholic Bishop Conference as 
amicus curiae. As such no right to appeal so sought go straight to HC under s75(v). 
Held- no jurisdiction because no matter. 

 ‘Writ/remedy present’: jurisdictional trigger. 
 ‘Officer of the Commonwealth’: Neat v AWB: privatised bodies have no 

jurisdiction. 
- At State level, s75(v) available as well as s23 Supreme Court Act for jurisdiction at 

Supreme Court- general jurisdiction ‘necessary for the administration of justice’ 
STATUTE: 

- Federal Court- ss3, 5, 8 ADJR and s39B Judiciary Act (same as s75(v)) 
 S8(1)ADJR: Federal Court has jurisdiction to hear and determine applications made 

to the Court under this Act. 
 S5(1)ADJR: a person who is aggrieved by a decision to which this Act applies… 

may apply to the Federal Court/Circuit for an order of review in respect of the 
decision on any one or more of the following grounds… 

 S3(1)(def: under an enactment): (a) an Act; (c) an instrument (including rules, 
regulations or by-laws) made under such an Act. 
Anything under prerogative powers excluded. 

 3 elements: ‘decision’ ‘of administrative character’ ‘made under an enactment’ 
 Decision= ABT v Bond: Decision= of administrative character, made under and 

enactment, substantive (determinative), final and operative (affecting rights). cf. 
conduct= administrative activity preceding a decision, procedural. 
Report is conduct because not determinative or operative (ESAA v ACCC). But if 
the report is a condition precedent to a decision under the statute then a report may 
be a decision (Kelson v Forward). 
F- Petersen sued Channel 9 and received large out of court settlement. Bond owned 
ch9 at time, suggestion trying curry favour with Petersen via settlement. ABY 
enquired and published interim finding on the facts that stated Bon not fit and proper 
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person to hold tv license. Held- no jurisdiction for JR, D wasn’t final, substantive 
and operative. 
Edelsten: decision begins when outcome has adverse impact on rights or interests of 
a person. 

 ‘Of Administrative character= Aerolineas: application of general rule to a particular 
case. 
F- Federal Airport corp power to set various fees and who had to pay them. Of 
general application, published, changed law- legislative not administrative? Held- 
fact that government corporation significant and fees for services, ie needed to have 
fees to carry out rest of the act, therefore of administrative character. 

 ‘Made under an enactment’= see s3(1) for def of enactment. 
See Griffith Uni v Tang for ‘made under’= Held- mere grant of authority not an 
enactment, must be under legal statute. Test: i) decision express/implied, 
required/authorised by enactment ii) decision confer/affect legal right and derive 
from enactment statue gave power to DM to make D. 
F- Tang excluded from PhD studies for academic misconduct. Held- source of the 
exclusion not an enactment. 

- Federal Circuit Court- ADJR (same as above, except s8(2))  
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Justiciability 
- About the appropriateness of whether the court ought to have jurisdiction for JR. - Eg of non-justiciable areas: national security, defence, prerogative power (executive 

power) - Justificiabilty is an impediment to jurisdiction rather than a question of jurisdiction. - A common law principle. ADJR defines own limits to jurisdictional limitations. - Re McBain; ex parte Australian Catholic Bishops Conference: 
F- McBain is a Dr challenging the inconsistency between state and Cth law in the 
Federal Court to see if he can give a single woman IVF. Catholic Bishops are amici 
curiae because there was no specific defence. Held- was inconsistent can give her IVF 
under federal law. Bishops Went to HC under original jurisdiction because Bishops 
couldn’t appeal decision. 
HC Held- Non-jusiticiable because didn’t give rise to a matter, there was no controversy- 
which must be real and immediate. Matter= an immediate right, duty or liability to be 
established. Hypothetical questions are not a matter. JR is the quelling of controversy 
where a remedy is sought. - Council fo Civil Service Unions (CCSU) v Minister for Civil Service: 
Issue- whether justiciable for court to review on prerogative powers and decisions of 
national security.  
F- decision= alter employment of civil servants via power conferred by royal 
prerogative. 
Held- Matter= decision made by DM that either i) alter rights/obligations or ii) deprives a 
benefit that had previously been given. Shouldn’t matter that pergative power. But 
national security is the final word and this power is under the Executive. In other words, 
prerogative powers aren’t a limit in itself, but some types of prerogative power 
specifically defence/national security are non-justiciable. - Hicks v Ruddock: 
F- Hicks was confined to Guantanamo Bay. He sought JR of a decision by the Minister 
for Immigration not to request his release from internment. The Minister argued that 
there was no justiciable issue. 
Held- for Hicks, Minister’s application dismissed and ruled proceedings should go to 
hearing. 
The fact that it is for the executive to exercise power overseas should not exclude the 
power of Ch III courts. Rather the grounds of JR should be examined, here reviewing 
irrelevant considerations, which is under jurisdiction of JR.             


